"Breeding by Design" as a concept described by Peleman and van der Voort aims to bring together superior alleles for all genes of agronomic importance from potential genetic resources. This might be achievable through high-resolution allele detection based on precise QTL (quantitative trait locus/loci) mapping of potential parental resources. The present paper reviews the works at the Chinese National Center for Soybean Improvement (NCSI) on exploration of QTL and their superior alleles of agronomic traits for genetic dissection of germplasm resources in soybeans towards practicing "Breeding by Design". Among the major germplasm resources, i.e. released commercial cultivar (RC), farmers' landrace (LR) and annual wild soybean accession (WS), the RC was recognized as the primary potential adapted parental sources, with a great number of new alleles (45.9%) having emerged and accumulated during the 90 years' scientific breeding processes. A mapping strategy, i.e. a full model procedure (including additive (A), epistasis (AA), A × environment (E) and AA × E effects), scanning with QTLNetwork2.0 and followed by verification with other procedures, was suggested and used for the experimental data when the underlying genetic model was usually unknown. In total, 110 data sets of 81 agronomically important traits were analyzed for their QTL, with 14.5% of the data sets showing major QTL (contribution rate more than 10.0% for each QTL), 55.5% showing a few major QTL but more small QTL, and 30.0% having only small QTL. In addition to the detected QTL, the collective unmapped minor QTL sometimes accounted for more than 50% of the genetic variation in a number of traits. Integrated with linkage mapping, association mappings were conducted on germplasm populations and validated to be able to provide complete information on multiple QTL and their multiple alleles. Accordingly, the QTL and their alleles of agronomic traits for large samples of RC, LR and WS were identified and then the QTL-allele matrices were established. Based on which the parental materials can be chosen for complementary recombination among loci and alleles to make the crossing plans genetically optimized. This approach has provided a way towards breeding by design, but the accuracy will depend on the precision of the loci and allele matrices.
Introduction
Plant breeding is basically a procedure of genetic operation to assemble complementary alleles from adapted parental materials or to transfer alleles from specific donors onto adapted genotypes to make the composite individuals genetically improved in their productivity or quality. In conventional breeding, the superior alleles are not recognized directly, but their carrier lines can be found with certain precision through phenotypic performance. Fortunately, molecular markers have been found to provide genetic tools for recognizing superior alleles. Since then the technology and potential of marker-assisted selection have been extensively studied. Based on it, Peleman and van der Voort (2003) introduced the concept of "Breeding by Design". This approach aims to control all allelic variation for all genes of agronomic importance, and can be achieved through a combination of precise genetic mapping, high-resolution chromosome haplotyping, and extensive phenotyping. Accordingly, two kinds of genetic information are necessary for plant breeders: one is the locations and markers (or linked regions) of superior alleles on a genome, and another is the carrier lines of the superior alleles. In other words, QTL (quantitative trait locus/loci) mapping for superior alleles and genetic dissection of germplasm resources for potential parental materials are two prerequisites toward "Breeding by Design". With the menu of the superior alleles of breeding materials, the breeders can design their crossing plans to composite the superior alleles into one individual.
In practice, accurate identification of QTL generally depends on the precision of phenotype data, the accuracy and saturation of the genetic linkage map and the effectiveness of the mapping procedure. Among the mapping procedures, interval mapping (IM; Lander and Bostein 1989) and composite interval mapping (CIM; Jansen 1993 , Zeng 1994 are frequently-used procedures. But neither IM nor CIM can detect multiple interacting QTL. Kao et al. (1999) developed multiple interval mapping procedure (MIM) in WinQTLCart2.5, which includes, simultaneously, multiple QTL and their corresponding interactions (epistasis) in one model. But the MIM only detects epistasis between maineffect QTL . Yang and Williams (2007) , Yang et al. (2008) developed the mapping procedure QTLNetwork2.0 which can integrate multiple QTL, epistasis (not limited for main-effect QTL), and QTL × environment and epistasis × environment interactions into one mapping system; and therefore, the additive and epistatic effects, and their interactions with environments can all be identified simultaneously. It has been noticed that an appropriate mapping procedure should have its genetic model fitting the experimental data. Su et al. (2010b) used simulation to study the fitness of various mapping procedures to the RIL (recombinant inbred line) data for four kinds of genetic models. They suggested a mapping strategy for data with an unknown genetic model, i.e. a full model procedure scanning, such as QTLNetwork2.0, followed by verification with other procedures corresponding to the full model procedure scanning results.
Linkage mapping provides a method to detect QTL and locate their positions on the genetic linkage map, but it can only detect a pair of alleles on a locus since only two parents are involved in the mapping population. Association mapping is a method to tag QTL with markers based on linkage disequilibrium (LD) in a population. As soon as the markers are anchored on linkage maps, the QTL are also mapped. The natural populations of germplasm resources are appropriate materials for recognizing linkage disequilibrium sites between a marker and a QTL and, therefore, can detect more loci and more alleles since the population is composed of a wide range of variations. The software TASSEL developed by Buckler (2007) has been extensively used in association mapping for unstructured populations. For a population with unknown structure, it needs to be checked and grouped into unstructured subpopulations with the software STRUC-TURE for a reasonable association mapping (Pritchard et al. 2000) . It has been recognized that association mapping works best with natural populations with large sample sizes. The combination of association mapping and linkage mapping can provide both the power and resolution needed for detecting QTL of interest and might be more successful than either way alone in identifying candidate QTL regions.
The potential parental materials for soybean are mainly from the germplasm collections. For soybeans, the released commercial cultivar (RC), farmers' landrace (LD) and annual wild accession (WS) are the major germplasm resources or reservoirs of genes/QTL. These have provided genetic bases (useful alleles) in the improvement of yield and yield related agronomic traits, seed oil and protein related traits, resistances to diseases and pests, tolerance to abiotic stresses, other physiological traits and male-sterility and its restoration traits. Two breeding strategies, adapted × adapted crossing and adapted × donor crossing, have been being used in conventional breeding. Accordingly, for utilizing the potential gene resources in a broad range of germplasm towards "Breeding by Design", the parental materials adapted to various eco-regions and the donors with specific alleles for compensation of the adapted parents should be chosen and genetically dissected from the three kinds of gene/QTL reservoirs (RC, LR and WS) .
During the past 10 years, a number of studies have been done in detecting and mapping genes/QTL of traits with economic importance in existing germplasm populations at the Chinese National Center for Soybean Improvement (NCSI). The present paper reviews the obtained progress and implications to the practice of "Breeding by Design" in soybean.
Genome-wide genetic diversity and its new emergence in soybean
A large sample was established with 933 accessions, composed of 196 WSs, 393 LRs and 344 RCs, covering all ecoregions evenly and representing the major reservoir of genetic diversity in China. A total of 60 SSR markers covering the whole nuclear genome were used to examine nuclear DNA (Wen et al. 2008a , Zhang et al. 2008a .
As shown in Table 1 (Unpublished data from Gai 2011), a total of 1055, 967 and 519 SSR alleles were detected in the 196 WS, 393 LR and 344 RC accessions with an average of 17.6, 16.3 and 8.7 alleles per locus, respectively. The results indicated the genetic diversity decreased from WS to LR and to RC. Even though the number of accessions in WS was less than those in LR and RC, its richness was still larger than the other two. There showed two bottlenecks during the evolutionary process from the wild to the released cultivars, which coincided with the results by Tanksley and Susan (1997) and Hyten et al. (2006) .
The wild alleles dropped obviously from WS (1055, or 100%) to LR, in which only 627 wild alleles or 59.4% were retained, and to RC, in which only 235, or 22.3% wild alleles were retained. The same situation happened from LR to RC: among the 519 alleles in RC, only 281 or 29.1% alleles were retained from LR (including 235 WS alleles and 46 out of 340 LR-emerged alleles). However, along with the decrease of wild alleles from WS to LR and to RC, there were a large number of new alleles; 340 (35.2%) out of 967 alleles in LR and 284 (54.7%) out of 519 in RC were newly emerged and different from wild alleles; and 238 out of 284 alleles in RC were newly emerged ones, which were not observed in LR. There are alleles specific to the germplasm populations on the 60 loci, i.e. 394 in WS, 259 in LR and 204 in RC, respectively. Here a large part or 39.8% of the alleles in RC are specific and not shared with other germplasm populations. As an estimate, from the wild to the current LR it took about 5000 years and from LR to the current RC it took about 90 years. That means it spent 5000 years to get 340 new alleles, but 90 years to get 238 new alleles for the 60 loci. Therefore, the artificial evolution due to scientific breeding program is much faster than that by farmer's unintentional selection in keeping their own seed lots over history. This inference is reasonable and convincible since the large number of new alleles should not be the results from sampling fluctuation of small probability alleles.
The results suggest that RC is a source with more germplasm adapted to the modern farming conditions and, therefore, is a potential source to screen for adapted parental materials, and LR, especially WS more likely is a potential source in screening for donor parents. Based on this consideration, the RC population in China has the priority for making genetic dissection and developing QTL-allele matrices towards practicing "Breeding by Design" at NCSI.
Genetic linkage map construction and genome-wide genes/QTL mapping of traits of economic importance in soybean Constructed genetic linkage maps LGs. Both the NJRIKY linkage map and the integrated map appeared basically consistent to the consensus genetic linkage map by Song et al. (2004) but with certain differences due to the different sources of materials used.
QTL Mapping strategy
Based on the established genetic linkage maps, a great number of traits were analyzed for their QTL at NCSI. The QTL detected with accuracy can be used for marker-assisted breeding and map-based cloning, while the false-positive Table 1 . Changes of the genetic diversity during the evolutionary process from the wild to landrace and to released cultivar population (Unpublished data from Gai 2011) . The frequently used mapping software is WinQTL Cartographer (Zeng 1994 , Wang et al. 2006 . The work on QTL mapping of traits for breeding purposes was mainly done by using CIM and MIM of WinQTLCart 2.0~2.5. Some of the mapping results at NCSI were not satisfied since epistasis was not well detected by using the above mapping procedures. Yang et al. (2007) developed the mapping procedure QTLNetwork2.0 which can integrate additive, epistasis, QTL × environment and epistasis × environment effects into one mapping system, and therefore, the corresponding QTL and effects can be detected simultaneously. Thus we moved to study the mapping strategy (Su et al. 2010b) . The RIL populations were simulated based on four kinds of genetic models, including Model I, additive QTL; Model II, additive and epistatic QTL; Model III, additive QTL and QTL × environment interaction, and Model IV, additive QTL, epistatic QTL and QTL × environment interaction. Two sets of RIL data for each of the four models, in a total of eight sets of RIL data, were simulated and analyzed with the six extensively-used QTL mapping procedures, i.e. CIM, MIMF (forward search of multiple interval mapping) and MIMR (regression forward selection of multiple interval mapping) of WinQTLCart 2.5, ICIM (Inclusive composite interval mapping) of IciMapping Version 2.0 , MQM (multiple-QTL model) of MapQTL Version 5.0 (van Ooijen 2004), and MCIM (mixed modelbased composite interval mapping) of QTLNetwork Version 2.0 (Yang et al. 2007 ). The results showed that different mapping procedures fitted different data sets with corresponding genetic models: CIM and MQM were only suitable for the Model I data; MIMR, MIMF and ICIM were suitable for Model I and Model II data; and only MCIM was suitable for all four data models. Accordingly, the study suggested a mapping strategy as a full model procedure scanning, such as QTLNetwork2.0, followed by verification with other procedures corresponding to the full model procedure scanning results since the genetic model of the practical experimental data was usually unknown.
In addition to the QTL detected from the mapping procedures, another part of genetic variation was found due to a collection of unmapped minor QTL. As an example, Korir et al. (2011 ) used Su et al.'s (2010b mapping strategy to identify QTL conferring tolerance to aluminum toxin. The relative total plant dry weight (RTDW) was used as the indicator. Four additive QTL and four epistatic QTL pairs were identified for RTDW ( Fig. 1) , with respective contributions of 22.3% and 14.9% in a total of 37.2% to the phenotypic variation while QTL × Environment contribution was relatively negligible. However, the genotypic variance estimated from the analysis of variance (ANOVA) of the RILs accounted for 77.8% of phenotypic variation. There was a difference of 40.6% between 77.8% and 37.2%. They thought it should be another part of genetic variation in addition to the detected QTL which were obtained under a full model procedure of QTLNetwork. Therefore, they designated it as the collective unmapped minor QTL (Fig. 2) . In the example, this part of genetic contribution accounted for as much as 52.2% of the genotypic variance among the RIL lines, in fact, was a dominant part in the RTDW genetic system. Genome-wide gene/QTL mapping of traits of agronomic importance and their genetic structure The gene(s) of attribute data can be mapped on the genetic linkage map by using an appropriate procedure, such as MAPMAKER or JOINMAP. Table 3 shows the SMV resistance genes mapped mainly on LG D1b, indicating the resistance genes existed in clusters on the linkage group. For continuous variation, QTL can be mapped by using the above QTL mapping procedures. Table 4 shows that in total, 110 data sets of 81 agronomically important traits (more than one data sets for some traits) of QTL mapping were carried out for traits of agronomic importance at NCSI, including yield and yield related agronomic traits, seed quality traits (oil content and fatty acid components, protein content and subunit group components, isoflavone contents, tofu and soymilk output), resistances to diseases and pests (resistance Table 3 . Summary of genes mapped for resistance to soybean mosaic virus and Phytophthora root rot at NCSI SC Oil (5); Palmitic (2); Oleic (2); Linoleic (2); Linolenic (2); Relative shoot dry weight; Root and shoot ratio under −P; Root and shoot ratio under +P; P use efficiency under −P; P absorb efficiency under −P 10 (9.1) Total 110 (100%) *TQC: types of QTL constitution; MO: major QTL only; MS: major QTL + small QTL; MC = major QTL + collective unmapped minor QTL, MSC: major QTL + small QTL + collective unmapped minor QTL; SO: small QTL only; SC: small QTL + collective unmapped minor QTL; NT: number of traits (%). The number in parentheses after a trait is the order of mapping time. −P: low phosphorus; +P: high phosphorus.
to SCN, SMV, globular stink bug, cotton worm, etc.), tolerance to stresses (tolerance to submergence, drought, aluminum toxin, etc.) and a number of physiological traits.
The detected QTL made quite different contributions to the phenotypic variation. For a rough classification of the QTL constitution of the traits, a QTL is looked as a major QTL if its phenotypic contribution is more than 10.0% and as a small QTL if its contribution less than 10.0%. The remnant part of the total genotypic variance subtracted with the sum of detected QTL variances is defined as collective minor unmapped QTL. Tables 4-7 summarize the mapping results of the 110 data sets of the 81 traits. The traits are classified into six types of QTL constitution according to their QTL compositions: major QTL only (MO), major QTL plus small QTL (MS), major QTL plus collective unmapped minor QTL (MC), major QTL plus small QTL plus collective unmapped minor QTL (MSC), small QTL only (SO) and small QTL plus collective unmapped minor QTL (SC). No trait was found to fall into the category of collective unmapped minor QTL only. A total of 108 major QTL and 143 small QTL were detected for the 39 data sets of 33 agronomic traits, 38 major QTL and 123 small QTL for the 45 data sets of 27 seed quality traits, and 25 major QTL and 58 small QTL for the 26 data sets of 21 traits of resistances to diseases *Pop: mapping population; MP: mapping procedure (CIM = composite interval mapping, MCIM = mixed model based CIM); TN: total number of detected QTL; MJ: number of major QTL (number of QTL, range of contribution among QTL and total contribution of QTL included in the column); SM: number of small QTL (number of QTL and total contribution of QTL included in the column); EP: number of epistatic QTL pairs; CU: collective unmapped minor QTL (total contribution in the column); Type: type of QTL constitution (MO: major QTL only; MS: major QTL + small QTL; MSC: major QTL + small QTL + collective unmapped minor QTL; SC: small QTL + collective unmapped minor QTL; SO: small QTL only). The number in parentheses after a trait is the order of mapping time.
and pests, tolerance to stresses and physiological characters. In total, 171 major QTL and 324 small QTL were detected for the 110 data sets of the 81 traits. Table 4 shows that MS is the major type of QTL constitution, accounting for 50.0% of the 110 data sets; SO is the second major type, accounting for 20.9% of the 110 data sets; MO, SC, MSC and MC are in turn less often, accounting for 14.5%, 9.1%, 4.6% and 0.9% of the 110 data sets, respectively. Since CIM and MIM of WinQTLCart were used for mapping QTL of most data sets at early mapping stage and MCIM of QTLNetwork and Su et al.'s mapping strategy (detection of epistasis QTL pairs and collective unmapped minor QTL) were used only for some data sets recently, the classification of the data sets in Table 4 is not complete and orthogonal. However, as the mapped QTL are concerned, the 110 data sets can be grouped into MO, MS + MC + MSC and SO + SC, accounting for 14.5%, 55.5% and 30.0%, respectively. That means among the data sets, the QTL constitution composed of a few major QTL plus small QTL is the major type; the QTL constitution composed of a number of small QTL is the second major type; and the QTL constitution composed of major QTL is a minor type. The major type of QTL constitution for yield and yield related traits is MS, only a few of SO, and the contribution to phenotypic variation from major QTL is more than or about similar to that of the small QTL (Table 5 ). The QTL constitution type varies among the seed quality traits but with more SO, while the total contribution of the major QTL and small QTL is less than that of the above agronomic traits (Table 6 ). While for resistances and tolerances, more MO exist, and the contributions of both major QTL and small QTL are not quite large (Table 7) . Buckler et al. (2009) reported that large differences in silking date among inbred maize lines were not caused by a few genes of large effect as reported before, but by the cumulative effects of numerous QTL, each with only a small *Pop: mapping population; MP: mapping procedure(CIM = composite interval mapping, MCIM = mixed model based CIM, MIM = multiple interval mapping); TN: total number of detected QTL; MJ: number of major QTL (number of QTL, range of contribution among QTL and total contribution of QTL included in the column); SM: number of small QTL (number of QTL and total contribution of QTL included in the column); EP: number of epistatic QTL pairs; CU: collective unmapped minor QTL (total contribution in the column); Type: type of QTL constitution (MO = major QTL only, MS = major QTL + small QTL, MC = major QTL + collective unmapped minor QTL, MSC = major QTL + small QTL + collective unmapped minor QTL, SC = small QTL + collective unmapped minor QTL, SO = small QTL only). The number in parentheses after a trait is the order of mapping time. −P: low phosphorus; +P: high phosphorus.
impact on the trait. For example, 39 QTL explained 89% of the total variance for days to silking in an average of 2.28% per each QTL. Since the mapping population was enlarged with multiple sources, the more small QTL were obtained in the above maize silking date QTL mapping. Therefore, the QTL constitution type of a trait depends on the genetic differences and sample size of the mapping population. In fact, the breeders are interested in finding major QTL for markerassisted selection, but the present results implies that the breeders have to work with many small QTL in most of the agronomic traits. It challenges the breeders on how to use the above information in their breeding procedures: is it best to use marker-assisted selection for major QTL only, or to develop high throughput mapping procedure for small QTL, or is there any better way?
Association mapping and genome-wide scanning for elite QTL and alleles in germplasm resources Association mapping of agronomic traits in wild soybean and landrace populations Association mapping is a procedure for detecting QTL as well as their alleles based on LD. The genotyping data of 60 SSR markers on the representative samples of 393 LRs and 196 WSs were used for LD analysis by Wen et al. (2008a Wen et al. ( , 2008b . The LD of pairwise loci and population structure were analyzed firstly for the two populations then the association analysis between SSR loci and 16 agronomic traits was performed using TASSEL GLM program (Buckler 2007) . The results showed that the different degrees of LD existed not only among syntenic markers but also among nonsyntenic ones, implying historical recombination often happened among linkage groups. The LR population had more LD loci pairs than WS population, while the later had higher degree and slower attenuation of LD than the former. Table 8 shows that twenty seven and thirty four SSR markers are associated with the 16 traits for LR and WS, respectively. Several markers associated with a same trait in both populations but mostly did not. Most of the loci associated with two or more traits simultaneously. Among the 100 QTL of the 16 traits detected from association mapping of LR and WS, 24 QTL are in agreement with QTL obtained from linkage mapping procedure by using RIL populations at NCSI, including eight loci for days to flowering, five for days to maturity, two for plant height, one for 100 seed weight, two for oil content, one for oleic acid content, one for protein content and four for 11S protein content. It implies that roughly speaking, association mapping could detect more QTL and their alleles than that of linkage mapping does.
The phenotypic allele effect was estimated through comparison between the average phenotypic value over accessions with the specific allele and that of accessions with "null allele" (no band on the locus). Accordingly, a set of superior alleles, loci and their carrier materials were screened out, which provides important information for breeding plans. Among the superior alleles in LR and WS, some are consistent, some inconsistent and some complementary. As an example, Fig. 3 shows that there are nine alleles (in different crosses) at locus Sat_312. These are linked to days to flowering. The nine alleles perform differently in LR and WS, with A263, A273 and A294 having positive effects, A275 and A282 having negative effects, and A265, A279, A286 and A288 having opposite effects in LR and WS. The phenotypic effects of alleles and loci different from each other provide the potential of genetic recombination for breeding purposes. Fig. 4 shows that the same locus could associate with multiple traits with its alleles performed in their own way in direction and size. For example, on the locus of Satt277, the allele A188 has positive effect on linoleic acid content but negative effect on oleic acid content, A200 has positive effects on both oil content and oleic acid content, while A269 has negative effects on both oil content and oleic acid content. The same allele conferring two or more related traits, or the pleiotropy of an allele, might be the genetic basis of their phenotypic correlation.
The above results imply that association mapping could offer further genetic information complementary to the linkage mapping for the improvement of breeding procedures.
Association mapping of agronomic traits in released cultivar populations
As it has been shown above, among the germplasm populations, the released cultivars have great potential in finding adapted parental materials; and association mapping integrated with linkage mapping can offer a way to genetically dissect and recombine the germplasm resources. A sample composed of 190 cultivars (a part of the 344 RCs) released in Huang-Huai Valleys and Southern China were tested for association mapping and genetic dissection (Zhang et al. 2008b . The genotyping data of 85 SSR markers were obtained and analyzed for association between SSR loci and 11 soybean agronomic traits under TASSEL GLM program. The results (Table 9) showed that 45 SSRs were associated with a total of 136 loci of 11 agronomic traits in the RC samples. Among those, only 22 QTL were consistent to the QTL from linkage mapping at NCSI and 43 QTL were consistently detected in two experiment years. As in WS and LR, most of the loci were associated simultaneously with two or more traits, which might be the reason for correlation among traits as well as the pleiotropic effects of gene(s). Only a few associated loci in the RC samples coincide with those in the LR and WS populations. This indicates the large difference of genetic structure between RC and LR as well as WS, which is why RC should be emphasized as potential adapted parental sources. The superior alleles of the agronomic traits along with their carriers were nominated for utilization in breeding plans, such as the allele Satt347-300 for largest positive yield effect (+932 kg hm −2 , carried by Zhongdou 26), Satt365-294 for biomass (+3123 kg hm −2 , carried by Huangmaodou), Be475343-198 for protein content (+0.41%, carried by Huaidou 4), Satt150-273 for oil content (+2.32%, carried by Kefeng15).
Among the 190 RCs, 163 cultivars are composed of five cultivar families, with 58-161, Xudou No. 1, Qihuang No. 1, NN493-1 and NN1138-2 as the ancestors of the families, respectively. In addition to the pedigree information, molecular markers provide an opportunity for plant breeders to trace the genetic relationships precisely among released cultivars. For yield, 100-seed weight, protein content and oil content, 9, 3, 2, 4 major loci were detected, which explained The number in boldface indicates the results from cultivated population; that in general case indicates the results from wild population; and the underlined number indicates the locus within in a region of ±5 cM apart from a QTL identified from family-based linkage mapping. The number in parentheses at the bottom row is the number of QTL identified from family-based linkage mapping at NCSI.
91%, 36%, 13%, and 31% total phenotypic variation, respectively. Two best alleles of each of the major loci were traced for their transition in the five cultivar family pedigrees (Table 10 ). Table 10 shows that each pedigree ancestor had its own superior alleles which transited to its progenies but might also have been lost during transition. In the five family pedigrees, they tended to assemble all the superior alleles but with different frequency distributions due to diverse parental materials used in the pedigrees. The cultivars in the pedigrees had different numbers of superior alleles for yield, but not saturated on all loci with the highest 7 superior alleles on 9 loci and an average of only 2.33 alleles, indicating great potential in recombination and accumulation of superior alleles. Under the experimental conditions, the high yield cultivars had average yield of 2.36 times of that of low yield cultivars while the former had average superior alleles 4.17 times of that of the latter, but the composition of superior alleles among the high yield cultivars was quite different. There were also cases in which some cultivars had high yield but with fewer superior alleles and some had low yield but with more superior alleles, which implied that there were some high yield loci along with their superior alleles not detected yet, or the experimental conditions did not meet the requirements of some high yield cultivars, or there might exist interactions among loci. It is suggested for breeders to conserve carefully the old cultivars for future breeding since they might have some specific superior alleles in their genome.
Implications for breeding by design in soybean
From the above discussion, association mapping integrated with linkage mapping can put the tagged QTL on the linkage groups and help to make genetic dissection of each entry of the germplasm population. In this way, the multi-way QTLallele matrices of multiple traits for multiple germplasm accessions can be established. As it has been indicated above, the often used germplasm is those of released cultivars which usually provide more than 90% of the germplasm to the newly released cultivars since the parental materials used in breeding programs are mainly adapted released cultivars or elite breeding lines. Therefore, the QTL-allele matrices of 11 traits of the 190 RCs were established for studying breeding plans towards "Breeding by Design". On the other hand, the matrices for LR and WS were also prepared for finding donors with superior alleles. Fig. 5 is a small sample of an one trait QTL-allele matrix (plot yield) for a simple explanation. Here only six of the 20 yield loci, each with two best alleles are listed in the figure. It is obvious that the QTL constitutions of the listed 22 cultivars are quite different, each carrying two to four superior alleles. Cultivar 1 has superior alleles on the first, fourth and fifth loci while Cultivar 16 has superior alleles on the second, third, fourth and sixth loci. It is possible to have superior alleles on all the six loci if crossing cultivar 1 with Cultivar 16. The example is simple, while the practical matrices are large and complicated. Thus, computer programs should be designed to optimize the crossing plans, no matter twoway cross, three-way cross or multi-way cross, all can be done in silico. Fig. 6 is also a small sample of an one trait QTL-allele matrix (plot yield) for NN1138-2 family. Here the family ancestor NN1138-2 has four elite yield alleles on the nine major loci out of the 20 yield loci. Its derived cultivars in four breeding cycles have different number of superior alleles on the nine major loci, each carrying one to seven superior alleles. On the four loci where NN1138-2 having superior alleles, its derived cultivars may have the allele(s) same as NN1138-2, but its source may be different, some inherited directly from NN1138-2, some inherited from other parental materials, some from both NN1138-2 and other parental materials with the same allele and some from other cases according to tracing the cultivars' pedigree. By genetic dissection combined with pedigree analysis, some loci can be recognized as identical by descent. For example, the two alleles of Satt665-312 on Cultivar 2 were recognized identical by descent and the same was for those of Sat_312-330 on Cultivar 3. In addition, there appeared superior alleles on other loci in the derived cultivars which should come from the other parents in the family history. Yd: yield; Bm: biomass; Hi: apparent harvest index; Ns: number of seeds per pod; Sw: 100-seed weight; Dm: day to maturity; Df: day to flowering; Ph: plant height; Ld: lodging; Pr: content of total protein; Oi: content of oil. The number in boldface indicates the result from 2 years joint association analysis, that in general case indicates the result from single year association analysis and the underlined number indicates the locus within in a region of a QTL identified from family-based linkage mapping. The number in parentheses at the bottom row is the number of QTL identified from family-based linkage mapping at NCSI.
It seems that the above genetic analysis has provided an ideal way towards "Breeding by Design". But at present "Breeding by Design" is still only an idea and needs to be proved with breeding practices. The key to a successful practice lies on the accuracy of the obtained QTL-allele matrices. For the improvement of the accuracy, the association mapping procedure should be improved at first. Specifically, the material population should be examined and adjusted to fit the theoretical random mating genetic model, the criterion of significant LD should be improved for obtaining a real associated marker and the interaction between loci should be included in the association mapping procedure. If the QTLallele matrices are reliable, the crossing plans and progeny selections can be carried out based on marker-assisted procedure. However, to our understanding, the obtained QTLallele matrices at present can reflect the genetic differences among the materials-not necessarily exact matrices of alleles, but matrices of genetic differences at least-so therefore such matrices can be used for crossing design but not necessarily for marker-assisted selection. Anyway, it is at least better than crossing designs based only on phenotypic data.
In plant breeding, choosing parents and designing crosses *EP: explained portion of phenotypic variation. PE: phenotypic effect. PA: pedigree ancestor of a cultivar family; Freq: frequency of the allele in the family; Ratio: the ratio of the frequency of a specific superior allele to the total frequency of all superior alleles listed here of a trait in a cultivar family.
for effective recombination are the first step of a breeding plan. The above genetic dissection of germplasm resources has provided a way of marker-assisted genetic design for crossing plan. The next step is to isolate elite candidates through selection. Heffiner et al. (2009) recognized the two primary limitations to marker-assisted selection (MAS): (1) the biparental mapping populations used in most QTL studies do not readily translate to breeding applications and (2) statistical methods used to identify target loci and implement MAS have been inadequate for improving polygenic traits controlled by many loci of small effect. The application of genomic selection (GS) proposed by Meuwissen et al. (2001) to breeding populations using high marker densities is emerging as a solution to both of these deficiencies. GS is a form of MAS that simultaneously estimates all locus or marker effects across the entire genome to calculate genomic estimated breeding values (GEBVs) for selection. The key process of GS is the calculation of GEBVs for individuals having only genotypic data using a model obtained from a "training population" with both phenotypic and genotypic data known (Habier et al. 2009 , Heffiner et al. 2009 , Hill 2010 . The predicted breeding value GEBVs are then used for selection of the individuals without phenotypic data in the breeding cycle. To maximize GEBV accuracy, the "training population" must be representative of selection candidates in the breeding program to which GS will be applied. Our breeding by design procedure based on QTL-allele matrices can be used not only for design of cross plans but also for progeny selection through genotyping the segregants if a precise QTL-allele matrix of germplasm resources covering a wide range of variation is available. It seems that the GS procedure and our breeding by design procedure based on QTL-allele matrix use a similar philosophy of genome-wide MAS. But they are different in that the former uses the marker-trait information from a smaller "training population" for estimating GEBVs of the selection candidates while the latter uses the marker-trait information (QTL-allele matrix) from a germplasm population to estimate the genetic constitutions and genotypic values of the selection candidates. The latter method is based on allele composition and, therefore, might be more intuitionistic than the former. It might be worthwhile to make comparisons between them in the future studies.
